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A big thank you to all the organisers for such a brilliantly organised CME.
A very well organized set of sessions. Already falling in love with Haematology. (Concepts getting
clearer)
All presenters should go slow & repeat
Being Physician I was not good in understanding the (histopath) - Slides
Better arrangements for sitting for delegates so that they can view screen much better. More PG should
be allowed to attend the CME.
Better if clinicians and pathologists are given separate sessions.
CMC stands for its name and it has proved it once more through wonderful organisation of the whole
CME. Time punctuality, food was amazing. The zeal, enthusiasm of the whole team was great. Esp: the
responsibility of Dr.Vikram Mathews. Learnt a lot from him. Dr. Marie Presentation was excellent. A
little bit of moral value and ethics could be soon in the minds of PGs in the futures CME's.
CME quiz and Questionnaire was an excellent idea but it would have been more if you provided answers
at the end or discussed may be.
Could have spent more time in explaining management on leukemia. Could have discussed management
aspect more detailed.
Each topic can be divided into two halves as diagnostic & treatment so that more extensive (Practical)
aspects could be discussed.
Excellent programme; enriched my outlook on hematology
Fortunate to attend the CME!
Give more time for Lab tour
Good one. I feel separate sessions for medicine, pathology and paediatric students would be more
interesting and relevant.
It will be useful of we are provided with answers for the quiz at the end of the CME.
It would have been better if chairs with writing pads were available. Would have been easy to takedown
notes. On the uploaded material (educational) notes for Lab evaluation of bleeding disorder was not
available. Would be useful if that too is uploaded.
It would've been nice if we wound up by 5.30-6.00pm. As most of us have attended the CME today after
a really long tiring journey and our attention span ran out somewhere after that. Otherwise really good
talks, very well planned, everything went on smoothly and on schedule. Thank you Dr. Vikram sir and
team.
Kindly add sessions in quality control if possible
Kindly shorter the duration on the first day, many are coming from far of places.
Lab tour can be further Probably divided into small groups. We would like the presentation to introduce
themselves before each presentation
Lab tour need little more time - especially Flow / Cytogenetics - May be half an hour extra & smaller
groups.
Negative: Appropriate space. Seating arrangement to be changed. Water bottle availability. Lab tour
group can be split more appropriately. Speaker can introduce themselves before talk. Positive: Program
topics and speakers are excellent by themselves cannot comment on it. When I go out of this program I
am confident on the basics of haematology.
Still more case discussions with common clinical
Thank you. CMC, Haematolgy department for conducting a CME. It was really useful.
The Lectures were good, fruitful. Thank you to all the staff & Organiser.
This is a very useful CME where our clinical symptoms and signs are getting correlated with numbers
and machines. Just amazing concepts explained in a very simple and understandable language. Juw
wow!!! But time?
Tour could have little more structured and with overcrowding of students. So we couldn't participate
actually and discuss further clarify our idea. Anyway it’s a great experience.
Video monitor should have been large

